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Fourteen

Elected

10.000

Delegates are Expected

Wit

FOR

120.000.00

Manufacturing

Sixty-fiv- e

Will

Con-

What advertising did for Memphis is described by John Duffy
in a recent isue ol Leslie's
Weekly, which has been publishing a series
articles on the
tiest way to boost a ciy, Mr.
Duffy's being the second.
Memphis some time ago apSaturAlamogordo
on
in
held
2O,000 for publicity.
propriated
24.
February
day,
Probably
orno
similar amount
to
called
was
meeting
The
advertising
on
municipal
spent
county
Hill,
of the
der by J. J.
such
brought
excellent
ever
has
who
declared
central committee,
advertisements,
results.
for
The
nominations were in order
chain urn ami secretary. J. J.; which were written with a view
Uill was elected chairman and' of presenting in brief space the
H. H Kellogg secretary. Mo- advantages of Memphis for busition was made and carried to! ne" and as a place of residence,
appeared in monthlies and week-'- ,
nominate the candidates,
delegates, one at a time, from lies of national circulation.
the floor of the house. It wasj The results were unusual. No
the intent of the motion, audi less than sixty five manufactur
the ruling of the chair, that as ing concerns have moved to
i
Memphis. These plants employ
many candidates might be
nated as those preseut cared to 5.20U persons, the most of whom
came to the city with the
pice in nomination.
that located there. As
The following twenty were,
in. initiated and voted upon : D. each person thus employed repM. Sutherland, F. U. Holland, resents at least one dependent
John M. Bowman, Jas. A. on him or her for support, this
Ba.rd, A. F. Menger, Marshall would mean a total of 1),4(M)
W. Parker, Ja. J. Hill, Chai. people. Gaining 1 0,000 tie cit
K. Thomas. Frank M. Maxwell, izens at the cost of $20.IK)0 is
at $2 a head, cerGilthrtC Smith, Roatlio Baldona- getting
money
weil spent.
tainly
At
11.
Kellogg,
U.
Sauford,
do, Ji hn
five
new
seventy
jobbjug
least
K.
W.
Major,
Carmack,
Hal H.
L. N. .louec, J A. Norris, N H. houses and between 300 and 400
Uerhert, Jed li. Yale, John Har new firms have been attracted
rison. Of thin number, the first to the city. Santa Fe New Mex
fourteen named received the ican.
highest number of vots, and
The
were declared elected delegate Presbyterian Ladies Run
Show
Picture
to the county convention.
There being no further busiThe memhers of the ladies' aid
ness, the convention was ad Of the Presbyterian church had
journed.
charge of the motion picture
show Wednesday night.
Bob
Irrigation Demonstrator Com- Woodworth, proprietor, turned
ing Friday and Saturday
over the entire outfit, and the
Five
Prof. Fabian Garcia, of the ladies sold the tickets.
New Mexico A. A M College, hundred admissions were paid,
will speak at the court house which made the venture a finanFriday night at eight o'clock cial success. Three shows were
He will deal with practical irri- given, commencing at seven,
gation and fruit culture, and eight and nine o'clock.
Saturday he will give a demonstration of fruit tree pruning Public Library Moves Into old
Quarters
The program for Saturday will
be announced later. All those
The public library, which has
who are interested in these mat- been temporarily occupying the
ters are urged to attend the two jury rooms in the court
meeting and to see the tre bouse, has been granted permispruning demonstration oo Sat- sion by the boaid of county comurday.
missioners to move back into the
old quarters in the court house
Thomas Guntoo Suicided Tues- annex. The ladies of the Civic
day at 'lularona
League are gratified that they
Thomas Ounton, bookkeeper are to have permanent quarters
and one of the stockholders of and feel grateful to the board
the J. W. Prude Mercantile On., for making that possible.
committed suicide at eleven
Tuesday
o'clock
morning at Jury Lists for Sring Term Drawn
Wednesday
Tul a nsa. Be committed
the
deed by firing a revolver into his
Judge E L. Medler arrived
mouth, death resulting almost from the east on one of the deinstantaneously. The only cause layed trains Wednesday night,
which has been suggested was and proceeded at once to draw
despondency over the failure of the venires for the grand and
the company in which he had in- petit juries for the March term
vested practically everything he of court, tie spent today here,
had.
hearing cases in chambers and
The funeral was conducted will leave tomorrow morning for
Thursday afternoon by Kev. J. La Cruces.
A. Armstrong of Alamogordo,
and interment was made in the
Miss Dona Givan of the B.
Tn! a rosa cemetery
Cook store is sick this week.

primary was
held at the court house in Alamogordo at two o'clock Tuesday
afternoon, February 20. The
purpose of the primary was to
elect fourteen delegates to the
county convention which will lie
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Will and Wallace

II

PROSE

THE ORIGINAL

SHOTS

Irwin From Pronounced the Best That Ever
Game to Town

The Meistersingers,
In the March American MagaMale
zine, James Montgomery Flagg, Quartette, the finest musical ortoe weii-- i now n artiBi, writes an ganization that evel cattle to
amusing sketch of Wallace and Alamogordo, sang to a capacity
Will Irwin, brothers who went house at the Christian church.
from San Francisco to New
From the opening number to
York about eight years ago, one the good-nigsong, the boya
to become a reporter and impor- - had the house right with them
taut journalist, and the other a every minute of the time. They
famous writer of humorous prose evidently appreciated the "glad
and verse. A p.irt of Mr. Flagg's hand" for they responded with
sketch follows :
unfailing generosity and good
"Will or Wallace, is thirty-sicheer to the many encores.
and theother one is thirty eight.
Their quartette work was alThe cleverest lads that have most above criticism, their solos
come across the Hudson in
j: st as good, and their organ
well, the cleverest any time. chimes numbers could not have
They came from California
been improved upon. Is Mr. Poreral years ago, which fact will ter a reader? For your answer,
hereafter be incorporated in you are respectfully referred to
our Thanksgiving Proclamations, any one who was present. It is
"Will was managing editor of a good guess that he is, for he
McClure's Magazine at one time was recalled the second time.
and so became M. R. D., Doctor
The finest number was "Nearof Muck Kaking.
He chased
er, My God, To Thee," with the
the Demon Bum to its adulteratorgm chimes accompaniment.
ed lairs all over the country for
The boys have played one hunCollier's.
dred
return engagements this
"Wallace created Hashimura
s asnn.
That's going some, bus
Togo, whose screamingly funny
tiny
play that many in
could
Mexican Dance Saturday Sight letters of a Japanese School Boy Alamogordo, if 'hey wanted to.
were for quite a while believed
Enjoyable Affair
to be written by a bona fide Jap,
Six Tables at Bridge
The dance given last Saturday mi truly Japanese Wen they in
night at the Beaver's hall by the character
The largest and one of the
Mexican young ladies was well1 "Wallace's satires on politics most enjoyable bridge parties of
was the one given
attended and proved to be a have been a feature of many the tea-o- n
Thursday
most enjoyable event. Several newspapers
evening by Mrs.
He gave the nick- woinnger. mere were
American ladies and gentlemen name that stuck to the pale
were present as guests and en-- j owner of the New York Journal sil tables and several of the
joyed the dancing. There were
William Also Randolph' fsVtta did not play. Tha lady's
prize was awarded to Mrs. Merthree prizes awarded. Miss Feli- Hearst.
ciano Baldonado being voted the
"When Collier's wanted the rill C. Mechem, the gentleman's
prettiest girl present, and Juan inside history and a critique of to F. ('. Holland. Refreshments
T. Baldonado and Guthrie Smith all the prominent newspapers in were served.
were decorated as the best the U. S , a flabbergasting job.
Everydancers.
Will up and did it and did it a Calico ball tonight.
body
ia
going.
of
This
course
beautiful seal brown, too.
Presbyterian Church Services Hearst threatened to arrest Will includes only the live ones.
Feb. 26, the morning and and Robert Collier on the day
Father Migeon of Tul a rosa was
printed
Collier'
a
the article visitor in Alamogordo Monday
evening sermons will be,
a
Umt
Hearst.
Will
stayed a and Tuesday.
Christ's Empire," and
day
longer
in
a
city
the
than he
"The Climax of Faith." A mix-eF. C. Holland spent Saturday
quartette will sing in the had intended so as not to miss iu Carrisozo looking after busimorning, and a male quartette the arrest and bad a photograph ness matters.
in the evening. There will be a er hired to get a picture of Col-ie- r
Mr. and Mra. Howard Beachara.
and himself manacled tofifteen minute song service. A
Monday morning for a abort
left
cordial welcome to all worship- gether and being led into the
in El Paso.
visit
Tombs. Will waa rather cut up
ing with us.
J. A. Armstrong. about it when the arrest didn't Get in line any old night and
come off.
go to the motion picture show at
Minister.
"The Irwin brothers' middle the new Alamo Theatre. The
" Kt,'uim- - They pictures are always good.
Citizens' Bank at Tularosa
nave large orawing accounts at
Dr. J. B. Gray, oculist, was
Been Closed
the Day and Night Bank of Ideas here Tuesday to pay professiona
The Citizen' State Bank at snd their check-book- s
are
al visit to the New Mexico Inhas been closed by 'ways in use.
stitute for the Blind.
John Joerne, traveling auditor,
"If there had not been an
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hanson
who ia also the state bank ex- - earthquake in San Francesco for
aminer. The belief has been Bill to write the story of he entertained the boys of the
expressed that the inatitution is probably could have produced Meistersingers Quartette at lunch
perfectly solvent, and will be one perhaps by getting under Tuesday. The boys are all from
able to meet all its obligations. the asphalt and pushing it up. Chicago, hence the celebration.
Now Wallace ia different
H. J. McClementa of the Alahe
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P. Downs could and did describe the Soan mo Furniture and
Undertaking
formerly of Alamogordo spent ish War just as it never happen-Sunda- Co. went to Tularosa Tuesday-nighin the city. They are ed without leaving his boudoir,
on business, returning
nroute by auto to Santa Fe And Collier's printed it. The Wednesday evening.
where Mr. Downs is to represent worst of it was, they liked it.
Dr. Pope of Oklahoma who reOtero County in the first state "It'a all quite simple, Ihis
cently
bought the Capt. Macklin
Legislature. They were accom-- ' brother act. They have cornered
place
southeast of town, arrived
panied by Frank Rousseau ol the market in poetry and prose.
this
week
with a car of house-bol- d
Alamo.-Ckrrir- ozo
Outlook.
j
"It is fortunate that they were
goods and livestock. It is
or
lrwin
Mias Avery Oliver who has unt
llff?
understood that be will do some
wmjld
d,Mn
tn
liustrat
been very sick for .the past few ing of tbe
pjgtm
the extensive improving on his
weeks ia now rapidly recovering. Wickersham would get 'etn!"
place.
-
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Artist and Writer

I

be the Headquarters for one of the six
Court Divisions

j

-

I

PRICE 5

Mtá

"Be it enacted by the Senate fax. Mora, and Union. Thefitth
and House of Representatives of division shall include the terri-th- e
United States of America in tnry embraced, on the date last
Gmgress assembled, That the mentioned, in the counties of
Slate of New iiexicu euaii con- vJiiaVeS, Eddy, Roosevelt), ami
stiiute one judicial district, to'Curry. The sixth division shall
be known as the district of New include the territory embraced,
Mexico. It is hereby divided on the date last mentioned, in
into six divisions, to tie known the counties of Quay, Guada- as the first, second, third, fourth, Ittpe, Lincoln, and Otero.
"SEC 8. That terms of the
fifth, and sixth divisions.
dividistrict court for the first divi-"SEC. 2. That the first
sion shall include the territory sion shall be held at Santa Fe
embraced, on the first day of on the first Tuesdays in January
January, nineteen hundred and and July ; for the second division
twelve, in the counties of Santa at Albuquerque on the. first
Fe, San Juan, Kio Arriba, Taos, Tuesdays in February and augand Torrence. The second divi- ust; for the third division at
sion shall include the territory Las Cruces on the first Tuesdays
embraced, on the date last men- in March and September; for the
division at. Las Vegas on
tioned, in the counties of BerMcKinley,
Sandoval, the first Tuesd iys in April and
nalillo,
Socorrí, ami Valencia The third October; for the fi'th division at
division shall include the terri-- ; Koswell on the first Tuesdays in
tory embraced, on the date last May and November; for- the
mentioned, in the counties of sixth division at Alamogordo on
Dona Ana, Grant, Luna, and the first Tuesdays in June and
Sierra. The fourth division shall Decern tier. "House Resolution
include the territory embraced, No. 1980ft, introduced by Hon.
on the date iast mentioned, in Harvey B. Fergusson of New
the counties of San Miguel, Col-- Mexico on Feb. 9.

The republican

f.

22, 1912.

California
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New Mexico.
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Congressman Fergusson Introduces Bill
to This Effect

Brings

Big Results
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Notes

Scott B Williams made a
trip to El Paso Friday.

n

bu-itie-

Charley Adams, the barber,
has changed his residence to
Weft Main street in order to be
near hi work.
i

,

Misa Vida Kedic left Monday
for a brief visit with her brother,
K B. Kedic of El Paso.

Sergeant H. T. Ball of the
Fourth Cavalry ia now visiting
in Cloudcroft. He has received
an honorable discharge from the
army.
Walter 8. Knight, traveling
salesman for a New York com
pany, ia here on business this
week.
Messrs. Latham and McCul
lough, agents for a buggy con
cern, were here last week and
also visited neighboring towns
on business.

Jas. A. latum and family left
Friday for El Paso for a short
visit. They are expecting to
meet Mrs. Lee Jones, of Saca ton,
Ariz., who will return with them
for a visit.
The ladies of the sewing circle
were entertained last Tbursday
by Mra. T. A. Haxby. A ripping
good time is reported by all who
were present.

Services were held here Sun
day morning and evening by
Rev. Wheeler of White Oaks.
Some of the young people enjoyed a social evening at Mrs. G.
A. Brerkheimer's Saturday.
Eli Moser and H. C. Wood
were in town Saturday from a
business trip through James
canon and other surrounding
canons.
Chief Ranger J. A. Simmons
of the Alamo National Forst, has
been transferred to Silver City.
He and family left Monday.
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Nation Is to Fight the Loan Sharks

(

Robin
MU-h.- .

In a p

The loan shark In
WASHINGTON. disregard
of human
rights continues In most cities to exact unreasonable tribute from
wretched men caught in his net. Leading newspapers throughout the country have constantly denounced the
business of making small loans upon
the security of pledge or mortgage of
personal property or assignment of
wages. Drastic laws have been invoked in many states against it. Societies have been organized to protect
victims from unjust practices, but the
prtss accounts are soon forgotten by
11 save the unfortunate
clients of the
money lenders, and the campaign to
remedy the conditions surrounding
the business has been marked by
(years of fruitless struggle.
Laws are constantly and uniformly
evaded, ignored and defied. The gov
eminent officials and legislators have
repeatedly announced their firm in
tentlon to drive the loan shark out of
existence. Grand Juries have time
indictments
again returned
and
against these gentry, accompanying
their presentments with statements of
extortion and oppression almost unbelievable In this enlightened age, but
till this blot on our civilization re
mains and appears to careful observers even to increase In size.
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Denver, Colo. The citizens of Colorado have started a campaign to provide for the president of the United
States a summer home in this state.
The plans, which have already been
completed, call for a veritable palace
of most original and picturesque design, the like of which does not exist
in this country. It will take rank
with any of the existing palaces of
European monarchs. The Idea originated with John P.risben Walker, and
a committee of prominent Colorado
men Is now in charge of the move-

subscriptions from leading bankers
and business men in Denver. Ground
has already been broken and it is believed that the building will be constructed in time for the next summer
season.
During his recent visit to Denver,
President Taft was apprised of the
summer home plan, and expressed the
opinion that no locality could offer
finer natural attractions for such a
structure.
The proposed bouse will be unique
In many ways and exceedingly attractive. The plans call for a noble
and massive structure of gray granite, contrasting with the natural setting for the building. The house will
provide ample room for the president's attendants and assistants. Automobiles would bring the summer
home with forty minutes of Denver.
The view that the site of the building commands is its strongest feature,
and It is this that was strongly urged
in making a choice of sites. Among
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were thrown open to the tick of a
ldereal clock In the Naval observatory on the heights overlooking Washington at the moment 1911 changed to
them
J1912 and Uncle Sam through
called his "Happy New Year" to all
the world. Every city and hamlet In
the nation, the ships at sea, travelers
to foreign lands were informed at the
moment that the nation officially announced the arrival of Time's new
old timeepan. Yet the plain-facepiece merely swung its pendulum as
might any such on an obscure mantel
and knew not the Import of the message it sent.
The tick of this clock heard as New
Year's eve came to an end is the message of them all that extends furthest
of all those sent since the world
It is flashed out from the Naval
observatory at Washington each year.
As the seasons pass the extent of its
reach is increased and that of this
Kew Year's night was greater than
any of its predecessors. It was ticked
off to Nome, to Rio Janeiro, to Shanghai, to Cape of Good Hope, to London.
It Informed the lonely operator at a
d

be-jga-n.

wayside station in Arizona that the
New Year had arrived at Washington.
It carried the message to the farming
town in Iowa and to waiting thousands in Boston.
This message awakened a spark of
enthusiasm In the breasts of those
banished to the lonely Island of Guam
to learn that It was New Year back
home. The men of the fleet and the
ocean craft far out at sea pick up its
message and rejoice.
All these wires and cables and currents of the air respond automatically
to the ticking of this plain old clock
at the observatory, which clock is the
official standard time regulator of half
the world. There is none of the relaying and delay in the ordinary transmission of messages for these contracts are automatic and the message
is instantaneous.
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Uncle Sam's Navy Holds Second Place

all the wonderful and beautiful scenic
spots within a short dlstmce of Denguns
available for ver, Mount Falcon, perhaps, stands
ment we have more
fighting on the broadside.
The FloriFrom the north terrace
da, which is of about 22,000 tons, can of the mountain, upon which the
bring to bear on the broadside ten
drawing-rooand library will open,
guns. The German dreadnoughts
steep mountain side, wooded with
the
of the same displacement can only pines, drops down 2,000 feet into the
bring eight guns to bear.
rushing waters of Bear creek; to the
"Now this represents the fighting
OUth, 75 miles away. Is Pike's peak.
value of the two navies and is actual- Denver lies 14 miles away to the
ly 20 per cent in guns ahead of GerWhen a passing cloud
many as against Germany's ten per northeast
covers the city with Its shadow, the
tonnage,
which
really
means
of
cent
plains seem barren of houses. Then
nothing as a factor in fighting.
suddenly the sunlight pierces through,
"Germany has not yet awakened to
and a great city stands revealed.
the fact that Great Britain began to
follow us In broadside arrangements
about three years ago. The kaiser's PLACES MONEY IN SHOE BOX
empire is still behind in the main element on which navies can be com- Woman Mistakes Receptacle In s New
pared as to efficiency. Another thing
York Hotel for Safety DeIs that nearly all the German ships,
posit Vault
which on paper are monsters, carry
guns.
only
New York. Mistaking a small wood"They have only recently started to en box built into the wUl of her room
guns snd we are buildbuild
for a
at the Waldorf-Astoriing
rifles.
box, a woman of Georgetown, S. C.
who arrived in New York, deposited
$900 in cash and jewelry valued at
16,000 in the box that night, and retired with the satisfaction that her valuables would be secure. When the
awoke next morning the gema aad
money were missing.
U H Arff
t Hurrri
Soon afterward William Peterson, a
hotel valet turned up with the $910
v
sr
and the missing jewelry.
Ta.. vv - '
"While making my rounds for the
shoes st 2 a. m ," ssld be, "I found
this money and jewelry in the box
where the shoes are placed."
t.

Had to Put in Human Interest.
An old negro preacher, says the Atlanta Constitution, gave as his text:
"De tree Is known by its fruit, an" it s
des impossible to shake de possum
down."
After the benediction an old brother said to him:
"I never knowed befo' dat slch a
The Dog Is this a free concert?
text wuz In de Hible."
The Cat (pausing In his contented
Well," admitted the preacher, "it
No, I get so much pur.
ain't set down dat way. I throwed in monologue)
de possum to hit de intelligence of my
His Exact Sort
congregation!"
"What kind of a glass of fashion
as
did Ophelia consider iiamiet:
Hiah Aim.
"Let us endeavor so to live that long as she called him Lord Hamlet,
peer
when we come to die even the under- - I suppose she considered him a
glass"
Twain.
Mark
sorry."
taker will be
j

catch
"L
amoi

for

I

If

set t

construction bureau
EXPERTS In theStates
navy point out
the fallacy of the statement published

broadcast that Germany will hold second place among the naval powers,
supplanting the United States, when
the ships now being built by both nations are completed. After reviewing
the difference In tonnage, which is not
largely In favor of Germany, a competent naval expert says:
"Taking the present and the future
Into consideration, the present superiority of the United States, as second in the world, continues because
our superiority consists In the fact
that of all ships of the same displace

h

h

a
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h

Old Panama Landmarks Are No More
villages on the Isthmus of
Intimately
associated
fwlth the history of the stirring
days sre soon to disappear
Iforever beneath the surface of the
vast artificial lake which is now slowly filling up between Oatun and Matachín.
These places were known to Euro- m civilisation many years before
Jamestown was settled or Massachu- Btta Bay wss an English colony. Now
ley sra little more than jungle ham- and nothing of value will dis- ippear when the rising waters of Lake
Oatun blot them out of existence.
The Canal Record gives a list and
Short historical sketches of some of
the vanishing villages. Heading the
list Is the old town of Gatun, which Is
already practically covered by eighty
loot of rock, earth and water, and
Other places destined to disappear are
Ahorca Lagarto, Barbacoas, Caimito,
Mstschlna. Ballamooos, Santa Croa,
Cms de Juan Galgo and Cruces.

MANY

buc-fcane- er

Sw

Some of the inhabitants believe the
lnundstion will not take place, and
one old hush settler, after having ignored repeated warnings, ventured his
opinion that the Lord has promised
never again to flood the earth.
New rainfall records were established on the Isthmus of Panama Nov.
tt and 29, according to reports just
received here. At Porto Bello about
1.4 Inches of rain fell In three minutes. The total for that shower was
7.S0 Inches.
The highest previous record was
of an Inch of rata la
ve minutes In 1901.
three-quarte-

rs

Smoker Stricken Blind.
111.
Martin Conway, an excavating contractor, inspecting work
on the river levee here, stopped suddenly snd rslsed bis hands to bis eyes.
He tried for a moment to rub away
the thick mist that had suddenly fallen over bis vision. A moment before
be had been looking over the long
dike, without a thought of any impair
ment of his sight Now he Is totally
Venice,

blind
His friends believe Conway's con

stant smoking affected the optic
causing the sodden breakdown.

A Golf Story.
There's another story of a man wh
rang the bell at the gates of Paradla
and asked Peter It be might I
through.
"What were you on earth?" asked
the saint
"Well," was the response, "during
the latter part of my life I didn't d
much but play golf."
"Got a golf ball on youT
"Yes ; here's a 'Chancellor.' "
St Peter took tt and threw It over
his shoulder, whers It rolled away.
minute or more he looked
For
critically at the applicant then shot
the gate In his face and locked It
"What's the gams?" said the man,
"You are no real golfer," said Bt
Peter. "You don't even know the
first rule of golf to keep your eys oa
the ball and follow through."

Dissatisfaction.
"So you were given an interest la
your employer's business?"
"Yes," replied the Industrious youth;
"but I made a mistake In accepting it
I had less worry as a regular employe
than as a minority stockholder."
Before the Scrap.
"Why are you rushing around so today?" "I'm trying to get something
for my wife." "Had any offers?"
Louisville Courier-Journal.

A Hold-Up
An Oppressive Trust.
Before the Coffee Roasters' Association, in
at Chicago on Thursday, Thomas J. Webb,
of Chicago, charged that there is in existence a
coffee combine which is "the most monstrous
in the history of human commerce."
There is very slight exaggeration about this
statement It comes very close to being literally
trae. Then is a coffee combino in Brasil, from
which country comes the bulk of the coffee used
In the United States, which is backed by the gov
ernment of Brazil and financed by it, which com
pels American consumers, as Mr. Webb said, "to
pay famine prices for coffee when no famine
Ion

H

exists."
The worst thing about this it that the consumers of the United States have been compelled to
put up the money through which this combine,
to further cinch them, has been made effective.

There were formerly revenue duties imposed upon
all coffee entering the United States. Those taxes
were denounced as an imposition upon the people;
as taxing the poor man's breakfast table, and the
Immediately
The taxes were removed.
like.
thOTMfter Brazil imDoaed an export duty upon.
coffee up to the full amount of the former customs
taxes in this country. The revenue which formerly went into the treasury of the United States
was diverted to the treasury of Braxil. The poor
man's breakfast coffee continued to cost him the
same old price.
The
But this was only the commencement
'Valorization'' plan was evolved in Brazil.
Through this plan the government, using the revenues derived from the export duties for the purposes, takes all of the surplus crop in s season of
large yields and holds it off the market, thus
keeping the supply down to the demands of the
market and permitting the planters to receive a
much higher price than they would otherwise
have don.
The United States consumes more Brazilian coffee than does the rest of the world. We are the
best customers of Brazil, snd Brazil buys little
from us. Now Brazil is promoting, financing and
maintaining a trust designed, and working effectively for the purpose, to compel American
to pay an exorbitant price for the coffee
eaUU Pot
they use. What is the remedy?
con-sum-

1, 1911.
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BACK YARD COMMUNINGS.

The Boy The Girl.
He Crime seems In a pretty low
way. Only last week some woman
kidnaped a baby photographs of It
In all the newspapers.
She What did she take It for?
Ha Nothing else to take, I supI should have thought myself
pose
that anybody who kidnaped a baby
would steal an earthquake or borrow
an attack of Astatic cholera.
She Hables are not so bad as an
that. The only thing I have really
got against them is that If you leave
them long enough they grow up into
human beings.

ment.
The proposed home is on the Mount
Falcon. 15 miles from Denver, in the
It Is
front range of the Rockies.
planned to make the gift a token from
the people of Colorado, and contribu- tionn are now coming in from all over
the state. The fund was started by

miles of telegraph and
A MILLION'
cable wires throughout the world

Mo

the

The many unsuccessful attempts to
legislate the usurious money lender
out of existence have shown one thing
very clearly, that a law that comes
between the unscrupulous man who
hag money to lend and the man who
wants to borrow cannot be enforced
until an agency Is established to sat
isfy his need at a lower cost. Recognizing this fact, philanthropic men in
nearly twenty cities, content with a
reasonable return upon their invest
ment, have organized remedial socie
ties to make loans at the lowest rates
of interest practicable to deserving
people upon security of personal property pledged or mortgaged.
In many cities efforts are now being
made by citizens backed by chambers
of commerce and boards of trade to
Those in
organize similar societies.
operation have proved themselves a
practical and measurably successful
means of accomplishing what drastic
legislation and popular clamor has
been powerless to do. The loan shark
has not been entirely eliminated from
the cities in which these societies operate, but his exactions have been reduced appreciably.
Briefly stated, the programme of the
remedial loan movement includes the
organization In all cities of competitive loan societies of a social nature
In the pawnbroking and chattel loan
fields; the establishment of
associations for savings and loans
among employees, supplemented by
the investment of honest capital on a
basis. In
reasonable money-makinall states legislation will be sought
chiefly to facilitate this competition.

Sent "Happy New Year" to the World
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Standard statistics of the coffee trad
show a falling off in sales during the last
two years of over two hundred lilis

Authenticated reports from the
Ksds. factories
in this city show a

tremendous increase in the sale of Poetess
period of time.
While the sales of Postum invariably
show marked increase year over year, the
extraordinary demand for that
breakfast beverage during 1011 is
very likely due to a public awakening to
the oppression of the coffee trust.
Such an awakening naturally disposes
the multitude who suffer from the ill
effect of coffee drinking to be more receptive to knowledge of harm which so
often comes as a result of the use of
the
coffee Batti Crttk
Xmeébtc 19,1311.

is a like

well-kno-

e,

Etxit

POSTUM
a pure

made of the field grains, with
a pleasing flavour not unliKe high grade Java.

is

food-drin- K

A Big Package
About U lbs. Costs 25 cts.
At Grocers
Economy tc one's purse is not the main reason
for using Postum
It is absolutely free from any harmful substance,
such as "caffeine" (the drug in coffee), to which so
much of the nervousness, biliousness and indigestion of today are due. Thousands of former coffee
drinKers now use Postum because they Know from
experience the harm that coffee drinKing causes.
Boil it according to directions (that's easy) and
it will become clear to you why

"There's a Reason99
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creeh, Michigan.

ai

Egyptian Costume

In the Woman's Home Compasión
there is an interesting presentation of
the difference that exists between the
domestic standard of young married
women of today and those of the past
generation. How did the women of
the middle class of a generation or
two ago manage when they could not
keep help? Following Is the answer
quoted from a Companion editorial:
"They lived according to their
means; they did not set up Impossible
standards, and they knew much less
about the science of bringing up children. They had no special style to
keep up; gave the children a weekly
bath; kept the table set between
meals; did not serve their meals In
courses, but put all the food on the
table at once; confined their social
affairs to evening calls and parties,
and church suppers, at which they
wore the same black silk dress for at
least two seasons; In short, every
woman did only what she could, and
her friends made It easier for ber by
doing likewise."

BAKING

POWDER
belter It
SEE anakooranch
tho baking
much more nasi
SEE how
form in quality
SEE how paure how good
SEE how economical auid
SEE that yow get Calumet
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Explanation of the Difference Between Domestic Standards Now
Tho of Long Ago.
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Wanted "Milt" Supplies.
In mill

see that you deal

pile"

"Tea."
"Well, I'd Ilk
boxing gloves."

sup- -

buy a pair of

to

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
end invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules. Easy to take
as candy.
Sugar-coate-

There's a difference between being
useful and being used.

Hoods
Sarsaparilla
Acts directly and peculiarly
on the blood; purifies, enriches
and revitalizes it, and in this
way builds up the whole system. Take it Get it today.

In usual liquid form or chocolate coated
It Is tho common lot of man not to
tablets called (amataba.
get an iincommon lot

CASTORIA
for Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Irs

Why He Couldn't Sit Down.
Harry, aged six, Is an orphan but
an Indulgent grandmother and kind
maiden aunt have taken care of him.
The first pair of knickerbockers were
secured recently, and it was a proud
moment for the boy when his aunt
put them on him on Sunday morning
and he was permitted to go to church
Naturally
with his grandmother.
maiden aunts know very little about
the arrangement of knickerbockers,
and there was a suspicious fullness in
front and an equally mystifying tlght-- !
nees In the back to be observed, as
the little chap trudged happily along.
In church Harry sat down, but did
not appear comfortable and stood up.
"Harry, sit down." whispered bis
grandmother. He obediently climbed
back on the seat, but soon slipped off
again. "Harry, you must sit down."
"Grandma, I can't. My pants Is chok-- !
ing me."
She looked more closely
than her dim sight had before permitted, and discovered the new little
knickerbockers were on hind side before. Harry stood up during the
of the service.
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FROM WORTH'S.

Thl Great Maker Catar to the Taste
of tho Orando Dama, Not to
the Actress.
Among designer of costume Worth
tanda apart Ho enters to crowned
heads and tho grande dames and not
to tho stage.
At a display of his gown recently
few change In style were noticed.
Waists are worn rather high, skirt
are still straight and most of the
bodices aro collarless.
Two pal blue dinner gowns wore
marvels of beauty. Each had a narrow pointed train and white lace
trimmed the bodices. One had a folded flchu of the lace, which was most
effective.
Several afternoon gowns were especially lovely. One of these had a
narrow straight skirt, made to touch,
and with a high waist line. The bodice
waa of black silk veiled with chiffon
and had a deep band of gold embroidery across the front It waa cut
rather low at the neck and had sleeves
For this costume, nun's veiling In a which came slightly below tho eloft shade of gray Is used; a front bow.
Another frock was of moleskin chiffastening Is simulated, but the actual
fastening to at back. The Test of fon velvet, made In virtually the same
style. It had a band of colored emtucked spotted net fills In the open-I- n
broidery instead of the gold.
of front, then the Joint Is covered
A third, of iron-gravelvet was
by a strap of silk carried down a little
trimmed
with folda of soft silk and
to the left; buttons and cord loops
form a finish; fire small tucks are embroidered with silver.
Bets of furs wore on display suiting
made on the shoulder. The wristtho costumes to perfection.
Regal
bands are also tucked.
of sable and ermine, worth n
Materials required: 1H yards 40 sets
king's ransom, were worn by the
Incoe wide, 6 button,
yard net
model.
IS inches wide.
Scarf are extremely wide and
shawl like, and muffa larger than
Simple 'rock for Girl.
ever.
Embroidery plays an Important role
I
some of the chie little evening
To Renovate Velvet.
frocks, but It I most often In self
A velvet dress may be renovated by
color and has no touch of gorgeous-nes-s hanging It up In a bathroom filled
such as Is shown In many of the with steam from the hot water faucet.
embroideries for older folk. A little Stop up the doors and window
no
crystal or gold or silver la admissible, that the steam will not escape, and
but nothing striking or elaborate.
spread out the garment over a dresa
A delightful little frock of the pal hanger suspended from the celling so
est of pink tulle waa mad up over a that the steam can reach it on nil
pink silk foundation. The tulle was sides, and the velvet will not bo
sprinkled with crystal dewdrops. The pressed against anything. Let
it dry
only trimming was ruches of tall In the same position. It should
not
trimming the lace fichu and band of bo touched In any way until it Is ablac trimming which edges the ruf- solutely dry. Tho steam should bo
fle on the skirt. At the right side of turned off and the windows
the frock at the waist Ha there wan when It Is ready for drying.
n large black bow edged with a platted frill.
Gown Fastenings.
A noticeable feature of the fall
Vogue of Polka Dota.
winter dress as has been the center-froUnless the fancy is killed by the
fastening or the trimming appassing of the present season, wo aro plied la a manner to Indicate thl
going back to polka dots of all kinds dosing. Street drssess have double
and descriptions for neit year, Just rows of buttons from the yoke Une to
now on sees disk and dots sprink- tho skirt bottom, and evening dresses
ling and powdering everything from hsv
crystal button
or simulated
velvet to cotton. Bat the big dot one mad of head and r binestone
that aro almost fall moons aro the down the center of the waist
most favored of the minute.
y

nt

C A. HUES

Welcome.
It was three o'clock on a cold and
frosty morning, and the weary cyclist
bad still many miles to go.
Passing through a lonely village he
saw a lighted window.
Perhaps, he
thought, he might be able to get
something to oat and drink. So he
knocked.

POLAR KING ICE PLOWS

wu mad for a fashionable fancy Jress function

VEILING.

Cattiag Saws.
Weed Saws, gas

Ti

lk

L

Photo, Copyright, by Underwood

SUS Circular Metal

Send
Por
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"Who's there?" cam a gruff voice
from within.
"A traveler," the cyclist replied In
clear tones.
Back like a shot came the answer:

'Then travel!"

& CO., 2431 W. 14th St., Chicago

THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.
No Jury.

"Didn't you give that man a Jury
trial?"
Took here." said Broncho Bob,
"there ain't a big lot o men In this
settlement. We couldn't possibly git
12 of 'em together without startln' a
fatal argument about somethln' that
had nothln' whatever to do with the
case."
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A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Siomach.Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s

and

LOSS OF SLEEP

Facsimile Signature of
Tux

Centaur

Company,

NEW YORK.

Guaranteed under the

Foodaj

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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Headache
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is but one of the many signs that tell of the poisons
in your blood, clogging up your system, because of
constipation. Many other symptoms are the direct
result of this condition.
A lazy liver leaves in your system all sorts of
lingering poisons, which it should have filtered out,

0rf
g
0
i)

Talk No. 6.
No thoughtful person uses liquid
blue. Half cent's worth of blue, a
Urge bottle filled with water and the'
delusion is completo.
Always buy RED CROSS
BALL s
BLUE.
It's all blue. Nothing but
blue. Makes beautiful white clothes
like new. ASK TOUR GROCER.

:

so there is no use treating the symptoms, unless you
first relieve the condition of constipation itself, which
is largely the result of a lazy liver. For headache,
backache, biliousness, indigestion, rheumatism, ma- laria, tired feeling, pimples, blotches, yellow com- plexion, etc, you are urged to try

,

.

,

,
.

2
2
2

2
2

Tou will notice that the man who Is
always talking about bow bard he
had to work when he wss young Is
"About four years ago I broke out usually behind with his work now.
with sores on my arms like bolls. After two month they were all over my fO DRITt Oi l MALARIA
A.NI Bl IL1 t H THE KTKTFM
body, some coming, snd some going
-- taadartl
Pure, reliable, strictly vegetable, this popular
UKU 'ix TASTELESS
!
? To
' no
TuHIC
what you a.ro ta' in
away, in about six months tbs bolls SW? 'rt.ii
Is jlaiu pnntad o.
ry buttla,
l.
liver
remedy has been in successful use for more
am
It la almnlr Onlnlu ul Iroi. Id a tasutaea
quit, but my arms, neck and body Sboai
form, an lb aaoat effectual
f oran. sw crown
70
than
years.
aupls
and
broke oat with an Itching, burning
otilaran. H cult
rash. It would burn and itch, and
Mrs. Hannah Wieneke, of Otterville, III., says: ,
Looking Upward.
come out in pimples like grains of
"From the time I was 10 years old, I had very bad ,
(In 1999) "Marie, bring out the
wheat. I was in a terrible condition;
sick headaches, quite often, and at times, I was sim- - .
I could not sleep or rest. Parts of my aeroambulator, and take baby up for
flesh were raw, and I could scarcely an airing." Judge.
.m ply blind. An old lady came to our house, and in-- 2
bear my clothes on. I could not It
duced me to try Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
In a
Thousands of Consumptives die every
In bed in any position and rest In
yesr.
Consumption
little while, I was all right It simply saved my life,
results
negfrom
a
about a year the sores extended down lected cold
the lump. Hamlin Wizard
to my feet. Then I suffered agony Oil will cureonthese
and I can't praise it enough."
culdi. Just rub it into
with the burning. Itching sores. I the chest and draw out the mlUuiiiuüon.
Ask for Thedford's. You will never regret
could hardly walk snd for a long time
At
all
drug stores. Price 25 cents.
I could not put on socks.
The total Ore loss for the year 1911
Is
expected
1200.000,000
to
at
total
In
"All this Urns I was trying everything I could hear of. and had the skill the United States and Canada.
of three doctors. They said It was
cierna. I got no benefit from all
this. I waa nearly worn out. and had
given up In despair of ever being cured
One lfcpsckase colors aU fibers. They dye in cold wateibetleT
anr rm
npptog span. Write lor free
BkeUi snd Mi Colors. SONOOt DOUG COMlfiSi't. yrtac" UL
when I waa advised by a friend to try
Cutlcura Remedies. I purchased Cutl-cur- a
Swallowing Glory.
Soap, Ointment, and Resolvent,
The title daughter of a
and used exactly as directed. I used
tho Cutlcura Remedies constantly for Baltimore clergyman recently startled .
four months, and nothing else, snd was the family while st breakfast by sud-This paper is printed from ink made in Savannah. Ga. by
perfectly cured. It Is now n year, and denty exclaiming:
"I'm full of glory!"
the SOUTHERN OIL A INK CO., Savannah. Ga. Price 6 cents
I have not had the leaat hit sine. I
"What on earth do you mean,
am ready to pralr the Cutlcura Remper pound. P. Q. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
T"
edies at any timo. (Signed) E. U child the father haatened to ask.
"Why," exclaimed the youngster, "a
Cat. Exil. Ky., Nov. 10, 1910.
suntxam luat cot on mv annnn anil
Although Cutlcura Soap and Oint- I've swallowed It."
ment are sold by druggists snd dealer
every where, a sample of each, with
TO rt'BI A roLI IX OMBVAAT
LAlJtTlVS RaUlMO Uuair, lahlrta.
book, will be mailed free on T
. W.
II It rant Ui ran.
rrnj MM,
lauoaavtS bus SW.
application to "Cutlcura." Dept. L, ssWHsSsSM
"" a. aAutta sato cxsstAitv. a
t,
m.
Boston.
people get so accustomed to
Even when they have nothing to looking ou the bright side thst they
do some people can't seem to do It can t see the other slds at all.
gracefully.
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THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS
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is Myrtle's

place to propose to Harold.

knows whether she
him or not. Las
support
can
are my wife's social sec-"Yon
transmission through
Entered at the Postoffice at Alarnogordo, New Mexico, for
retary?" he asks of the heaute-- i Vegas Uptic.
the mail as second class matter
ous creature who is sea'ed at the
"Do you think it's possible
small desk in the stud. "Yes,;
f..r a man to live all his lite
Subscription Price $1.00 a Year in Advance
sir." she smiles. "I am suppli- without telling a lie? "Hardly,
ed to take Mr. Blirrup' place Most every man falls in love one
Fel.ruary 28. 191 2.
in as many social details as poslte or another." Cleveland
"
sible
C.-.- t,
Ot.ro
Leader.
pUMtTtl-- f th.
Irttrim .11 th. p.opl. .f
"Well er she doesn't seetr.
Respecting All; Fearing Ran
to he coming down stairs this We have railroad transportation,
morning, and it has always been We'll have water irrigation.
l.een closed,
The investigation into the election of Urimer has
her custom to kiaa me good-byAnd with proper agitation,
The stenographers'
so far as the taking nf testimony 8 concerned.
I start for the office.
when
will surpiise the Nation.
Tucuni
end
and in the
fees alone amounted to fifteen thousand dollars,
Judge.
sun.
pays
the
Tucutncan
the cae will e very expensive. The Common Geezer
freight, ami no duuht he will think the rate is exhorhitant.
0. W. Post who browns bread
The ditFerence between a wocrumbs Will sells them under the man dancer and a danseuse is
on euphonious name of Grapetiuts, about $50 per week. El Paso
The democrats will hold their state convention at Olovis,
again enriching such papers as Herald.
May 14. to elect delegates to the national convention. The mem- 'will
accept lii stuff, in an
ber oí the state central committee are abmf equally divided as
on organized labor. Post
to VTilson, Hirmon and Clirk. and present initiations are that
marte
a large fortune asa food
ha
the New Mexico delegation will go unins'ructed.
!fakT ami now declaims against
labor leaders for being dishonest.
Baptist Church.

GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher
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New Shipment GUARANTEED
RUBBER GARDEN HOSE. Any
length from one to 200 feet in
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Any length desired will be cut
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Strange, isn't it? "There's a
Kegular services II a. m. and
reason " If you want to know
what Post is, get 6oine back 7:00 p. m. Sunday at the First
numbers of Colliers. Farming-to- Baptist church.

STRAW HATS

Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Prayer service every WednesHere are a few explained facts day 7 :00 p. in.
about animals and insects: A
The public is cordially invited
fly will crawl to the top of the to attend all the services.
and fly hack to Strangers are specially; invited.
win
the bottom, and crawl up again:
hardly ever does it fly up, craw)
Christian Church
down ; a hen always scratches for
10.00 a. m
Sunday School at
food with the sun behind it so
and preaching at
that its rays will reflect on the Communion
tiny particles; cats seldom lie 11 :00 each Sunday. All are cor
with their feet to the tire, dogs dially invited.
G. W. PHILLIPS,
invariably lying just that way.
Times-Hustle-

our Spring Stock
Just
Misses', and LaChildren's,
of
the very newHats;
dies' Straw
and colshapes
nobbiest
and
est
ors, and at very low prices.
All grades, from 15 cts. to 65 cts. Come early
for best selection; you will be pleased.
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different qualities and different
prices.
Alarnogordo Imp. Co.
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see in any city in America, at
the new Alamo Theatre. Admission only ten cents.
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Notice

We desire to lease all our Al- The nine Swedish girls (from
nd Froit lamia Will
8weden) who wrote Editor Bill ?)'
Payton of Peabody to find them make liberal terms to the right
husbands, stipulated "farmers Prtr- Inquire at once.
preferred; editors barred
ALAMtXJORDO
IMPROVECity Journal.
MENT CO.
84.
-

CLEAN

IN THE

6R0CERY

LINE

We carry a well ussorted stock of staple and fbney
and can supply your taMe with the best the market affords. Let us have our solicitor call nt your door.
Try a car. of Underwood Sardines - they're tine.

W.W.MANN,
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IK ECTOR
vSh OR M.KR
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IV r PLIES
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The LIVE GROCER

J. BUCK

raoNi
NO

UNDERTAKER
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OFFICf PIIONI
NO. 4.
Mr. .;(
MCI

CO CO OOOO

...ROUSSEAU'S REPAIR SHOP...
"THERMOS"

The Bottle

Try One

Electrical Wiring Don

Electric Fixtures and Supplies
New York Av.

Stalcup Buildi'.g.

Phons 60

COCOCOCOCOOO CO COCOCOCOCO

I

Hotel Southwestern
European

112.
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FRESH ANO
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reijy DBennf a re- for information
rMIwinch will leatl to the arrest and
"Well, so long a your had cmvicliun "f 'he guilty party,
hape is confined t. your voire, or partei. The locki were ta- who tares?" demanded the stage ken fr,u
block 46; lot 10.
manager. Ton Topic.
bloeS 4t; n 11, bloek 47 and lot

.

i

tftumi

a

tv ice

ei--

the jury Ixix, locked.
W iOiinj'.ni,
We ere kiAried to lind tl.at
II w wnald I RMsR lule-s- ,
mallei. u person,
- have hroken four of
in the (.r per
et
l
si le your
Aunt. the locks and in MUM manner
LrRRWOOQ
Progress, removed them from the RUM
and taken them away.

Miioioned
panat pokane.
one day last w.-- k.
you like to have a

jjury

Fireproof, Clean, Well Heated
and Ventilated
Stop as you pas by Warren's
ami see the unusually good display of high class stationery-writ- ing
paper and envelopes
most particulaily. It is sold hy
the pound.
II A V in any quantity and in

Good rigs, careno drivers and
Is now
tor business.
Othce
up town just tiast f News othce
genteel treatment.

jrro-ecri- es

Mreet
If you have no reenlar pLce of
is going hi play another favorite worship
You will rind a welcome
tha it lik-'better. Ft. Sumner here.
Review.
Ed. Le Breton, Pastor.

111

Dorothy?

it

City Livery and Transfer
ready

1

mall.

Claws

Proprietor of til

evening.

The Chinese women are reYou are invited to attend any
he rapidly adopting
ported
all of these services.
or
he habits of western women,
(íko. H. tiiVAN. Pastor.
this presumably including the
practice of getting off the street
cars lock ward Albuquerque Grace Methodist Episcopal
Journal.
Sunday School lOSOOft. m.
Morning Service 11:0Ma. tn.
Wall Street has engaged HenEvening Service 7 :nn p m.
ry Watterson and Col. Harvey
Prayer
to put Wn.idrow Wrson's boom
Wednesday 7 :"0 p. m.

Iloro'hy C at.'.,

Iügli

J. Q. GRANT,

e

--

oiii
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11

Presbyterian Church.
The lovely little racket no in
school 10 a. in.
Sunday
progress lietween Standard Oil
Preaching
at 11 a. in. ami 7 :00
company
and th" Waters-PiercYou
are invited to come
tvill cau-- e many irreverent citiagain
and bring your friends.
zens to recall the old proverb
J. A. ARMSTRONG,
which relates to the circumPastor.
stances under w hich honest men
mav set their due. Albuauer- M. E. Church, South.
que Herald.
Preaching every Sunday MornNow that the national convening and Evening at the usual
tion of milliners has announced
hours.
that ladies' hats are to be cheapSunday school 9:45 a. in.
er this year, husbands may be Senior and Junior Leagues,
able to keep their faces on Sunday Afternoon at 8 KM and
straight while contemplating the
4:00.
situation. Albuquerque Journal
Prayer Service every

Mid-wee- k

Four Pictures

:

have a

Pastor.

Peñasco Val lev Press.
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Mo

business associates at a distance

Rooms are Cool and
Comfortable. Dining
Room and Cafe Ser-- .
vice Unsurpassed.
V

J.

C. JONES.
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Prop.

Opposite The ParK

I
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Reward Notice

Cady, the Jewckr, Now in Sew

Quarters

We observe where MM law- p. mnt ur
'lumping ache
lh New York
avenue Jeweler, has nmved t'rui and run- - on Company properties,
the old stand into th addition
a little over a eur ago we
to the Prittcf store. He has re- - furnished the Civic League $1,- ceived a consignment of new UUU (JO with which to thoroughly:
goods, and the increased floor; ,.eaii thi town of refuse. It
space will enable him to display appears that there has not len
the new goods to the best advan- snlheieui appreciation of our eftage.
forts to keep this town clean and
He extends the most cordial we hereby otter a reward of $20.-0- 0
invitation to all to call and in
for information which will
ttpect the new line of goods b ad to the arrest and conviction
You need not feel under any ob- of anyone dumping ran, ashes,
ligation to make a purchase, bin or refuse of any character on
drop in anyway, and when yon 'Company property.
sec the goods you will feel in
IMPROVEALAMOGOKDO
clined to buy.
MENT CO.
45.
O. G. Cn1y,
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m
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anxiety on
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if you use

Baking-da- y

Ik PRICES
CREAM

Thk Nkws is prepared to take
public.
Tilers ami deliver promptly, all
Frank Riggs of Cloudcrott wat orders for engraved calling cards
a visitor in Aianiogonto Wed- and wedding announcements.
nesday.
Call al this office and see samp38tf.
Tlios. F. Kelsb was here Wed- - les. Prices are right.
nesday night, reluming to El
Warren is selling the finest
Paso after a business trip to

i wholesome food
purejCream of Tartar
--

A

Cloudcroft.
The organization of a commer-- i
cial club at Cloudcroft, with a
very large charter membership.
indicates that the city in the
clouds means to keep moving

Powder

u

ha
caid vie.vs of
are beau tie .
as pretty as a
V.4iren

home new

fir Grazing Permitsi

Associate Justice Frank
hereby given that Rarker of the state supreme
:t!l application
tor p. rmit- - '"court, and Hon. Mark 8 Thorn p- graze .ai'le, horses, hogs, sheep I,,,, were passengers on the lim- thai himI goats within the ALAMO ited Monday afternoon returning
(REST during from Chicago to Las Cruces.
and NATIONAL P
1

NO I1CE is

j

j

Hh

s asou ot iUIz mu-- t he lilt u in
rkled pup.
my office at Cloudcroft, New
will have the new Mexico, on or before M :i
I.
p-

stationery by the pound. It is
much cheaper that way than by
the bOX.

The republican county conven- tion. which will elect delegates
to the state convention, will be
in session in Alamogordo on SatW. urday. A good attendance is ex

forward.

jOOfi

pected.

l'i--

n.tii,.l,.r,l
lur-nishe-

The Shakespeare Club was

en-

by Mrs. J. L. Sutton. The meeting was a very enjoyable one.
Mrs. Jas. A. latum of Cloud- One of the most entertaining
croft and Mrs. Lee Jones of Sh- - features was the dialogue preAriz., arrived Monday pared and read by Mrs. Sidney
afternoon from Ei Paso, and will M. Parker.

itjf--

N

i

--

.1. A. Simmon, chief ranger
of the AUmii National Fores!,
has be n transferred to the B
Burros National Forest. He wain Alaniogordo Monday evening,
accomptinie'l by liis family, en
route to Sih er City.
.las A. latum, manager of the
Cloudcroft Commercial 0o., arrived Monday night after a bus
iix ss trip to El Pa-- o and spell
Tuesday here Hiking after bus
I net
matte, s ami
with
f rienda ami re i
es.
Frank Rousseau returned Sat
unlay morning from Santa
where he drove the Downs1 car.
The party left Alamogordo
week ail Saturday, and had
very ptaall1 trip, exrept for
break .down, and reached San'a
Fe Tue-daafternoon.
Warren's window Wednes lav
night. Hied with beautiful ti
-and
a tasteful display of ta
tiimiry. whs as beautiful us one
mM find in any city.
POR S I.F. at a bargain,
of Ijiw,
Cholman's
in twelve volume-- , well Lotiinl
and in first class condition.
Hooks may be examined at A
F. Mengcr's often.
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Prompt Service
Liberal Treatment
Absolute Safety
PATRONS cf this Bank; spccK in the
highest terms of the accomodations

they here receive. This BaruK is a
Depository of the United States.

pirst National BanK
Alamogordo. New Mexico

ALAMO STATE BANK
Of Alamogordo.

N. M.
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THE PATRONAGE OF THE PUBLIC IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

!

When You Buy Neat
You want to Know thac it was young and

tender when Killed and properly
A. ANDREGC.
Trjen phone your orders to
ed.

It Tatúes Many

tedr
si

drf.v

i

First of all a drug store is a place where drugs are sold, but the drug
store of today carries a score and more of other things useful, beneficial
Ours is a drug store complete in every detail
and luxurious.

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Bath,
Toilet and Nursery Needs, Rubber
Goods, Surgical Supplies, Sodas,

And II f. Inn
A 0
Drrruilirr
ilnsS (''") Ms IrM IM arrsnoal rr
list el tiM" aoil . within ul iM ('"')
a
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Cigars, Stationery
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.ir.if ald
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will preach
'

Sunday, Ixith morning ami evening. The public is cordially invited.
Joe Jeraykowski's family left
this week for El Paso, where Mr.
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ing cstahliidinient.
Judge and Mrs. Merritt 0.1
Meckem of Socorro left Saturday
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Mechem.
Houston, Texas, wu awept by
a fire yesterday which destroyed
more than 46,000 bales of cotton
and resulted in losses estimated
at from six to ten million dot-- ;
lar

The Sapphire

thr

Repradudng Point
of the

stsiloa.
OUKPEI foMI'ANY.
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TO MAKE A DRUG STORE COMPLETE
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12
12 12 ct. Flannellettes
Turkish Towels, 2 prs.
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Transacts a general Banking business. Executes all orders of its patrons 0 the Banking
line. Interest allowed on Time Deposits.

y,

ct.
they last; this is a regular 12
Gingham, and the patterns are fine.
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SPECIAL

one
pieces Dress Ginghams direct from
which we shall sell at
as
per yard tor
week, or as

d

H

Jerykowski has opened a

The Best Meats Obtainable

..

Just opened

Rev. F. F. Grim

,

d

SPECIAL

I

We are installing this week ona
of the finest and most complete
refrigerating plants in the Southwest, and are therefore too busy
to write Ads or to conduct a
special sale

tertained last Friday afternoon

Soreuson
Edison phonograph records on iuiale Monday morning. He writ to the grazing feel lo be charged
be glad to play all of them for and blai k forms to be used in visit friends and relatives.
A good crowd heard A. T. Zimyou.
Subscribe for Ihk Nkws ami merman, the socialist speaker
making application! will be
Wednesday night.
keep up with the news.
524
up' i' request.
tTRA VED : Red and white
M
BALTUlS,
R. F.
Supervisor.
P on left
cow, marked C A
hind leg. dehorned, letters across
Forfeiture Notice
ripht side. Cow formerly on Dog
AlaMfitorto N M
Canon rang- -. Notify 0. M. Cloy,
:
NownttiM i" it'll.
Tularosa, N II.
DAVID M
Tim un i WILLIAM
WANTED: A sexton for A IKlWMS'., ihcir
ctpriiior.
kf.lt niin-- :
to-daamo cemeterv Anyone desiring
case of 50
the position will plea'e inquire Veil alii 'HCli el tell, urn CtHSs
the 'lulallfeS Copp'
iii
of Mrs. C A. Wnhischmidt, on 1H
One III W
ha
10 cts.
Mill,
rurt'il
Michigan avenue between Twelth iliirmif nark ..I lie i par. I'."" lata)
long,
one
and Thirteenth treets.
IMQaiid 1911 íiini1iHl Miumtil "tie
-

The Place that Gives The Poor One Day
in Seven a Chance to Live

r

Insures light, sweei,

TTCVÍC
1
lO

j

Engraved Cards

Governor McDonald has ap
pointed Dean Sherry a notary

Baking Powder

Applications

Fribley's Meat Market

Naturally we can offer you the assurance of class and quality in everything we sell, because we know the (roods and we know that they are
adapted to the needs of our customers

ANYTHING

Edison Phonograph
diítinjruúhe the Edison from all K,. . n.i..
.
.
.
..i.MM.t..v4.
TU.
oía poini. If
not a t. DOint " hut a Tintilla" tk.
travels without frict tan. nroduriniTm lit t rl....f
salt- like tones for which the' Edison is famous.

DrsMNSj

ihere Is no cra. hinir. no hnhnre nn m.t.llu
sound and practically no wear on either the rrnro- k ,Hn( or uie tircorda.
With tin aauohira
.
fi
k..ll
Kecoras
"""""
retain tñeir sweet musical
wiiea lor years.

amnii huwi,
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Mrs. Stanley Q. Phillip left
Mrs. K. H. Harper ami little
son of Mescali n are spending on the limited Monday afternoon
the week with Mrs. A. L. Si mm for a visit with friends and rela- tives in Big Springs.
of this place.

S

Sctenttfic fltscrlcan.

Born Sunday, to Mr. and Mrs.
E. II n ton left Wednesday
Kd.
Martin, hoy. Mother aid
Qas
on
Ind.,
City,
evening for
gone
are reported fee be getting
son
to
le
business. He expects
'on
fine.
for about six weeks.

J.
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Minded.

Question of Conservation
Prime Importance.

Company of Men

By CLAIRE WRIGHT

Y youthful ideal of a husband has not met with its counterpart
in my choice of a husband, therefore I shall draw the curtain
against the narration of its shattered fragments. He shines
within his own sphere, not mine.
In later life I am capable only of looking backward over
experience's tried path in order to mold an ideal upon a pedestal founded on shifting sand, for age forbids my desire for
another mate even if I were free to select such a one.
Although my husband has proven unworthy of my ideal
my interest in life's environments is still active. My intent
Is to delve into subjects tending to the uplifting of humanity. This statement appeals to me:
"I have never married, but I have reached the age where I can cultivate any man I like without unkind things being said (one of the compensations of age), and I find nothing more interesting in life than companionable men."
It sounds with a golden ring of freedom from the trammeled path
of womankind in general. A woman whe has the fortitude to give public
uj- -j
i
cTnrocainn t W pnriMmno rrUhi- fa
wüuxu, l
ical " 1
r
me aune oí mes perspective, as ner staüie mina perceives it, and not
with the deflected vision of a warped mentality.
Women
on
r fn- nr. l"
a tiiIp arp fillpel with
...
"
others comments it she gives vent to her innermost opinions, especiallv in
reference to sociability or the association of the sexes. Even though a husband be of the sensible type and free from the demon jealousy, if the wife
dare to step aside from the beaten path of Turitan ideas and" manifest an
?

RAISING CROPS ON SOD LAND

MOISTURE

RETAIN

;

l.j

-

,

Is of

Normal Seasons, Flax la One of
Best First Crops Corn Will Make
Fair Yields Ordinarily.

(By ALVIN KEYSKH.
tural College.)

Agricul-

Not all crops do well upon such a
seed bed as sod land. Corn if a va
riety adapted to the locality, will make
fair yields in ordinary seasons. The
disk planter Is better than the shoe

Cultivation Not Only Aids by Preventing Evaporation But Alto Keepa
Broken Surface That Catches
Snow and Rain.
Agricultural college men tell us that
it takes 46 tons of water to grow h
bushel of wheat. Thirty bushels will
use twelve inches in depth over an
acre of land. For very obvious reasons, a twelve-incrainfall would not
be enough moisture to mature a
crop if there were not some
moisture already in the ground. Du
ring the hot and windy days of sura- mer evaporation might amount
to
three Inches or more In a week, If no
means were used to prevent It. At
this rate the whole year's precipitation might be lost In a month or two.
At the very best, some of the soil
moisture Is bound to be lost through
evaporation, a rainfall of, say, twenty
Infthae Htirlnor tin, roar .l.i.n: nnt onoi.
antee that the crop win have that
amount upon which to grow. Plow,
harrow, and pack as we may, the air
will pick up a good deal of the mois
ture that falls. When this work Is
done poorly, a much larger percentage
of the precipitation escapes.
The
question, then, of conservation of soil
moisture Is of prime Importance.
Practical conservation of the precipitation that reaches the soil in one

planter, as it easily penetrates the
soil. Thus It plants tbe seed In moist
soil at a uniform depth. The corn is
best planted in drills 18 to 22 inches
apart In the row and three and
f
feet between the rows. Sod corn
needs little further cultivation. It may
be harrowed at first.
In normal seasons, flax Is one of the
best first crops for the sod land. The
sod Is prepared the same as for corn.
The flax may then be drilled in with
a press, single disk drill using from
25 to 35 pounds of seed according to
quality. Usually flax should be planted about the middle of May.
Mllo is a good feed crop for sod land
at altitudes below 5,500 feet. It Is
planted in drills six to eight inches
apart in the row.
corn
If the
planter is not provided with proper
plates, blank plates furnished with the
planter may be used by drilling boles
properly sized and spaced.
For fodder, cane and Kaffir do well.
They are planted with the grain drill.
The holes not wanted must be covered
or stopped.
Stock melons and other melons
grow well as sod crops. When properly handled, potatoes will do something. Where mllo does well broom

L. JARDIN

F. Om.ha. ,Nb.

ut,vi.cvi uuu jimusmous motners of families.
Moreover
there are just as many men as women who find pleasure
in petting and
caring for animals; and normal, properly brought up children are
almost
invariably fond of them.
rm.- xue uiscipune oi ilearning to treat with kind consideration the household creatures whose comfort is so entirely dependent
upon the thought-fulne- ss
of their "big brothers," is as valuable a training
in character as
a child can well receive; and the child who has never known
the fun
of romping with a jolly four-footplaymate in a spirit of mutual good
fellowship has missed one of the keen delights of child life.

"

ed

The fact that

Too Much
Talk
About
Use of

we must use paper towels
in public places is no reason that we should

use paper handkerchiefs.
I think that this talk about using paper
is going too far.
Who is going to be made to use a paper
handkerchief '(
I have always wiped my hands on a
towel before and have never had a disease
from using it, but now I use one of my
handkerchiefs
for drying my face and
By HEIftEIT SCHIECKE
hands rather than use a paper towel and
have chapped hands.
I hope that this paper handkerchief does
not become a law, as it never would be used by sensible people.

Paper

a bottle proves.

n

He Specific for Malaria.

l.

Gam and

Fever and a reliable remedy (or
all due
due toduordert
(I liver, stomach, bowel
and kidney.

Man and Meter Both Unique.
Kansas City man notified the gas
company that his meter was running
slow. Greater honesty hath no man
A

50c At Yoar Dmggirt
ra a mini saue oe.,

than this.

Tasa.

Waco,

of FAMILIES

I

i

)

Sal

i

Excellent Potato Field

'

-

The
and where the

w

Blxty-seve-

CO.

-

By

all

IN THE CIRCLE
ON EVERY PACKAGE OF THE GENUINE
I

.

others do not, and whether or not one haa
children has nothing to do with it.
I should say that the woman whose patience and charity are wide enough to in- .
l.. t
.i. . lower orders
cjuueeven
ine
of the ( rentor'a
great family, would be the one least likely
to shirk the duty of motherhood, and best
litted for its fulfillment.
It happens that in mv own aemminf.

right," said his wife.
"We threw kisses at ours for
minutes by the clock." Louisville Courier-Journa-

'That's

asEaiBam
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

1

people love animals

OXIDINE

hour."

FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES,
INDIGESTION
AND SOUR
STOMACH CAS AND FERMENTATION,
CONSTIPATION
AND
BILIOUSNESS. WITH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

Business

fact is that some

and strengthens vital organs.
Try just one bottle of

Woman's Way.
"A woman's convention, eh? What
do women know about enthusiasm?
Now at the last national convention
we men cheered our candidate for an

ELIXIRef SENNA

form or another consists of preventing
its escape through evaporation by obstructing this process at the soil surface.
Surface tillage that forms a
dust mulch is the most practicable
means of doing this. This movement
Of finll mnlsflirA rn tha anrfata l.nm
w
wwmwwt
which point It is evaporated Into the
alr' ls accomplished by means of a
ysc Iaw. clled caP11Iarty- The
disturbing of the soil at the surface
breaks up the capillary connection and
8tPs evaporation to a large extent
Hence, the value of surface cultivation.
Numerous tests have shown
that frequent cultivation of the soil
in summer will prevent the evaporation of from seven to ten Inches of
water where the rainfall Is not over
Atmwri
thirteen Inches. Thus, moisture that
Americans waste their nervous energy in a mad rush to accomplish oth'rwlse might escape Into the air
,s kept ln the 1,0,1 where 11 caD
great things at infinitesimal time expenditure.
.
used by the seed in hastening germThere is no gainsaying the preciousness
of time, but of infinitely mora lnatlon and In supplying water to the
value is the all too finite nervous force the steam which propels the indi- - srowing plant. Cultivation not only
aids In conserving this moisture by
vidual engine.
preventing Its evaporation, but it also
prevents a broken surface which
catches the rain and snow. It perWhy is it necessary to assume, as most forms
the double service of both gathof those discussing the matter seem to do. ering and retaining the rainfall. If we
are 10 have thlrt' ,)ushel wneat rrP'that only childless women keep pets?

Strong
Appeal for
Keeping
Animal
Pets

That's all the time it
takes for Oxidine to
"get busy" with a torpid liver, sluggish bowels and kidneys and a
weak stomach-Tone- s

Hoax He is exceedingly ill, but he
Is still holding his own.
Joax He has to. There are two
doctors with him all the time.

MILLIONS

That
Poor Old
Tired

Man

THREE firsthours
dose.

one-hal-

inclination to welcome the companionship of intelligent men, aside from
her husband, and even if they be his friends also, she is the target for innumerable flings of censure, especially by her own sex.
With only a few exceptions I have always found that men maintain
their respect toward me with a gentlemanly attitude,
and in appreciation of said consideration by them and
conjunction with my husband's unusual sensibleness
and absence of evil thoughts, I am glad to repeat the
same sentiments expressed by my
However,
I contend that advanced age is not an essential to be
obtained before a woman of firm character may enjoy
the companionship of men with impunitv.
Woman's weapon of defense in the presence of
men in all walks of life, is based upon her own mode
of conducting herself and not upon the actions of men.
When will the human dray horse learn
to conserve his strength for the added burden of old age?
Many a man who is a momentary miser
may be a spendthrift of nervous force.
The happy medium is, of course, the
mean to be most desired it was Aristotle
who preached the desirability hundreds of
years ago but, of the two extravagances,
.
...
me
of nerves must be de-plored more greatly than extravagance in
By ANNA MARBLE
mere monev matters.
.p
ractically speaking, nervous waste is
monev waste, to look at the commercial
aspect only. The man who uses up his nervous force must pay for this
in hard, cold dollars sooner or later.
This is why it behooves the much talked of tired business man to
watch his nervous resources as he would his watch or his pocketbook
in a

TAKING CHANCES OTHERWISE

-

question of moisture conservation must be given more careful attention.

SHELTER
Much

BELTS

ARE

USEFUL

Prevent Soil Blowing Be
cause They Interfere With Move
mtnt of Wind Near Surface.
In

o

dry farming

er" are

tr0"''l

areas

many farm- -

th lull blowing.
extent of losing
In many sections
' water
comes within six feet of the
surface so that tbe roots of most
crops can reach moisture.
While
there Is a scarcity of water, It teema
almost necessary to follow dry farming methods to be successful.
In
areas where soli blowing occurs various methods might be followed to
mitigate the bad effects
Rut It Is
almost Impossible to eliminate them
altogether.
Shelter belts do much to prevent
soil blowing because they Interfere
with tbe movement of the wind near
the surface of the ground. While It
requires time for shelter belts to develop It la possible to get tbe same
effect by plowing small fields and leaving the surface somewhat rough
It
haa been found that sandy soils blow
more eaally than heavier soils and
those that contain a considerable
amount of organic matter. The practice la followed In some sections after
seeding the crop, to plow a furrow
at two or three rod Intervals across
the Held. These counteract the movement of the air near the surface and
will do much to catch drifting aoll
and prevent more from starting It Is
also a good plan to grow a border of
corn rather thickly and let It stand.
It will act as a grove or hedge and
win prevent. In a measure, soli
lag

in

Semi-Ari-

THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY Of THE CENUtNE SYttlF
OF DCS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS,
IN ORDER TO
MAKE A LARGER
PROFIT
AT THE EXPENSE Of THEIR
CUSTOMERS.
IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH, WHEN YOU ASK FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA,
PREPARING TO DECEIVE YOU
TELL KIM THAT YOU WBH THE
GENUINE.
Y
MANUFACTURED
THE CALIFORNIA FIG
SYRUP CO
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS
KNOW THAT
THERE IS RUT ONE GENUINE
AND THAT IT IS MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO ONLY

a

Region.

corn will grow and is a good crop for

those understanding its management
and culture.
If the sod has been prepared as for
THE NAME
corn and properly handled later by
giving a light disking and harrowing,
a i MU am m
"
winter wheat may be seeded with fair
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND M
prospects for fair returns.
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE. OF THE
GENUINE
ONE SUE ONLY.
FOR SALE BY ALL I LADING
After the sod crop the sod ls backMINIATURE PICTUM
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR
PRICE SO. PER BOTTLE.
set On the "hard" lands this should
or rAOLACt.
be done deeply, 8 to 10 inches or more
for best results. The plow is then
SYRUP OF FICS AND ELDTTR OF SENNA IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE
MESS 0
followed the game half day with the
LADIES AND CHILDREN. AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT
GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE. AND
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS.
disk and barrow. The disk should be
IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
used vigorously enough to compact
i
0
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.
the soli, destroy all large open spaces
and reduce any lumps or sod chunks.
The harrow will pulverlre the surface.
After this treatment the soil Is ready
"And Again, My Brethren."
(if sufficiently moist) for adapted
A certain small girl, weariiy listencrops. One of the largest Items of
success lies ln keeping the soil molat ing to a long sermon by a renowned
cleric who had an odd habit of drawing ln his breath with a curious whis- FsT .7..-ni.-i- .
tle, whispered to her mother that he r ST t
JTWMOJiVa
HNE8T QUALITY
LARGEST VARIETY
wanted to go home The mother,
SPefF
-- JJHF
"k, .f ,; rMroiti
kino,
cJ,t,r""B "
pectlng the discourse to end momen
tarily, refused pernilsKion. The third
time this happened the mother murmured ln the child's ear that the
preacher would soon stop now. Hut
the child, nervous and despairing, answered her ln a high falsetto:
"No, mother, he Is not going to
stop. I thought so now for three
times, but he has gone and blowed
Dry shocked sweet corn Is a good
himself up again!"
feed for dairy cows.
In the dairy herd It pays to milk a
The annual per capita fire waste In
dairy cow not a
Europe averages 33 cents, while In i
The dairy cow never tires of silage. the I
nlted States it amounts to $2 51. OtLT KDOSI the only kvilr iko si
Palatablllty Is one of its strong points.
la.
thai aoliiii7 ronuina on. bü
toa puuhs
nü cbuirm
Is
Comfort
necessary for the cow if
bu! lnj
"
The man who hides his light under wlthoat rabbiBB,
.
Krrurh VLmf
one would have her give the best re
a bushel is sometimes surprised to HTA K Miiiinti .o lor rlMnliuriDd MUtkla
turns.
IIAHY
ELITE
comMnatioa f rirnifiii. SB
find that the sun still shines
BsBS prldoln harlnf mur (Mai bag AL SgLSB
me cow that Is poorly fed snd
MB and mu u all black tk
Polish wtth a
or
rloth,
rwnt
bnh
ilia SI eaata
abused can never do ber ancestry
'lili"
FILER rr BED IN TO 14
If Jtmr lllalsW rtrsM n. .1
ik. i a a
Juatlce.
Mnu
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"
car
The dulry cow la an economical user 1H4.b or PrvHruain, lite lot J, gSft Ü.
WHITTEMORat BROS.
CO.,
of grains, bays, root crops, forage
The
trouble with a good bit of recrops and paature
filo MSB is. (A. HÍrittT
A wooden pall abould never be uaed form la that It I badly In need of reas a milk pall. It Is Impossible to forming.
keep It as clean as It ought to be.
Tell the dealer you want a tamwW
Never be stingy in the use of bedof thia paper desiring to buy
Binder .tr.ight 5c e.g.
anyding. It adda comfort to the stock
thing advertised in its columna should
and Improves the condition of tbe
upon
inaiat
harina what t hr av i
The only time some people worry
land.
Is
refusing all substitutes or Imiutiooa!
worry other people
The amount of butter-fa- t
'"7
a cow produce depends on the amount of milk
as well aa upon tbe quality of the

NOTE

California FigSyrupCq

wuú

viivtr

pagara

beef-anltna-

,

I

READERS

milk.

Tbe calf that la expected to develop
Into a profitable cow most hare the
best chance to grow from the time It
is born.
Many a common fanner who does
not appreciate tbe possibilities of
dairy cows Is satlifled with Just com.
fflno cows.

Some farmers stand In their own
light by selling off tbe thrifty young
stock that Is worth Just as much to

them aa to the buyer.
By clipping the hair from the
Bank
and thlgba of the cow and cutting off
tbe switch Juet below the bono It will
be easier to keep ber clean
There are many separators throughout tbe country that are not kept la
tbe beat surroundings. Tbe barn la
not always tbe most suitable place
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A Good Turn.
Oeorga Ade, with the gentle cynV
dim of the confirmed bachelor, wa
talking In New York about New Year
resolutions.
"Every wife," he said, "loyea to see
her husband turn over for her sake
a new leaf In his check-book.- "

f)

First Aid To a
Weak Stomach

dash down upon some
re- stbly even later when a number of waa rather to
guaraea. wagon
tracted. I would be aU right li that of Lieutenant Ca ton's permanent
poorly
or
Outpost
tent
the
outside
fired
rapid
shots
severely
He was most
lazy Irish scamp would only give me covery.
a rapidity renwith
retreat
and
train,
many
voices
tent half enough to eat By the way, wounded, and of course I could not aroused me, and I heard
It was parti
hopeless.
pursuit
The story opens In a Confederate Qen.
dering
of
with the tread
a critical stage of the Civil War.
at
Wayne, of course I never got the well leave her here alone. Indeed shouting, mingled night-watcand appealer to many
warfare,
san
alt aLt imiwrti tn Cfint Wayne an ImDort&nt
had
The
horses'
feet
I am her guest, as we depart tomor
message to Longstreet. Accompanied by straight of It, for there are
to abide the stricter dis
ready disappeared, and the startled In
Wayne
flying row for her home, to remain
Beret Craig;, an old army scout,
affair
about
stories
the
service. These bor
regular
of
cipline
get
of
within
They
tarts on his mission.
mates of the tent were In a state
- around, and those most Interested will
de- - rangers would rendezvous under
the Unes of the enemy andft. In the darkmyself
I
lifted
As
OIconfusion.
Intense
Federal
la
a
understand,
U'nvtio
lalrn fnr
But Miss Minor Is, I
unexnot talk, but one of your special
ficer and a young lady on horseback Is
slightly, dazed by the sudden uproar some chosen leader, strike an
bad
been
weakness
given In his charge. She la a northern friends, and to my notion a most native of this State?"
where
blow
pected
tentcause,
the
At the first sign of any
of the and eager to learn its
girl and attempts to escape. One of the charming young woman, will be in
Her home is In the foot-hill- s
discovered, then disappear as quickly
exto
lowered
horses succumbs and Cralggoes through
flap,
been
hau
which
of
valley
the
My here to see me sometime this afterof the Stomach,
Blue Ridge, along the
weakness
scattering
oftentimes
with the dispatches, while Wayne andThey
came,
they
air, was hastily at
lAdy of the North are left alone.
noon. She will be delighted to meet Cowskln, a moet delightful old South clude the cold night
torta for
went
take the
call
the
widely
Bowels
until
or
withLiver
stepped
seek shelter In a hut and entering It In
man
a
ern mansion. I passed the summer Jerked aside, and
the dark a huge mastiff attacks Wayne you again, I'm sure."
about some fresh assault It was service
health
glance
renews
rapid
one
in,
It
casting
Bitters.
to
nhfintu the brute lUSt In time,
previous
Tim
girl,
mere
a
when
One of my friends?" I questioned there
to that performed dur
Ti nwner ol lhat hut Jed Bunffay. and
that dim Interior. The flaring lamp not dissimilar
trial
A
strength.
and
by
struggle
Revolutionary
lila wife anrjear and soon a party of Incredulously, yet Instantly thinking the war."
hnrwmpn nnnmarh
you o ornead revealed to ne a short, ing the
Thev are led bv a lng of
for
prove
safe
will
It
"But
young
wo
In
the parolinas,
will convince vou. Don
Edith Brennan. "A
Sumter and Marion
man claiming to be Red Lowrie. but who
heavy-se- t
figure, clad In a gray
now?"
proves to be Hal. Bren nan, a Federal man
and added In tbe aggregate many a
Get
experiment
says
everybody
yes;
officer whom the Union girl recognises.
"Oh, Indeed,
tfcConfederacy.
Sure; at least she has confessed
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy
'No one here nead feel -- larm," he day to the contest of
of
beand he Is brought befóte Sheridan, who enough to me regarding that night's so. It Is entirely out of the track
rough
riders
Among these wild,
war
HOSTETTER'8
threatens him with death unless he re
both armies, and has completely es said quietly. "We are not making
veals the secret message. Wayne believes work to make me strongly suspicious caped despoliation. But you, Captain upon the wounded. Are there any tween the lines no leauer was more
army,
nor
Edith Brennan to be the wife of MaJ. that Captain Wayne, of the Confed
our
of
ALL DRUG STORES
known
favorably
AT
Brennan. He la rescued bv Jed Bungay.
Wavne: surely you have already Confederates present able to travel?' more dreaded by the enemy, than
him
who starts to reach Gen. Lee. while eiate Army, and Colonel Curran, late
answered
eager
voices
A
dozen
Wavne In dlaaulse rjenetrates to the ball' of Major General Halleck's staff, are risked enough?"
Mosby. Daring to the point of reckroom, beneath which he had been Im"There Is much suffering upon both and men began to crawl out of their lessness, yet wary as a fox, counting
prisoned. He Is Introduced to a Miss one and the same person. A mighty
floor.
onto
cots
the
not
would
you
even
surely
but
sides,
Minor and barely escapes being unmask- neat trick, by Jove, and .t would hare
when
nnnnatnar
numbers nothing
"We can be burdened with no
ed. Edith Brennan. recognising Wayne,
wish me to be other than true to
advantage of sur
the
against
weighed
ays she will save him. Securing a pass done you good to see Sheridan's face
f
said
men,"
he
badly
wounded
or
through the Unes, they are confronted by when they told him. But about the what I look upon as a duty?"
No, prise, tireless In saddle, audacious in
Brennan. who Is knocked senseless. Then.
"No; I I think I I respect you sternly. "Only those able to ride.
resource, quick to plan and equally
bidding Edith adieu. Wayne makes a young lady she claims great friendI xy man, you are in too bad shape to
dash for liberty. He encounters Bungay; ship with the gallant Colonel of light the more."
quick to execute, he was always
my
sorry,
Doy,
n
Very
my
oui
travel.
sent
are
thsr reach the Lee camD and
I clasped her hand close within
with reinforcements to Join Early. In the artillery and her description of his ap- - own.
arm
your
where least expected, and It waa
Only
left
done.
can't be
battle
of Shenandoah the regiment is naarnnrA at the ball Is assuredly a
-seldom he failed to win reward for
front
out
In
erwneimed.
"Your words encourage me greatly," you say? Very well, move
masterpiece of romantic fiction. Come
death
those who rode at his back. Poswould
No,
the
be
lad,
it
there.
so
much
Sloan's liniment is an ex"I
done
earnestly.
have
Captain, surely you are not the kind I said
sessing regular rank In the Confedand
CHAPTER XXIII.
you,
ride
must
fast
we
of
for
sorrow
that
you
and
remedy for chest and
trouble
cellent
bring
to
opof man to forget a pretty face like
erate Army, making report of his
I have been fearful lest it had cost hard."
affections. It quickly
throat
a
commander-in-chief- ,
you
you,
made
I
his
assure
can
n
that?
to
the
Corps.
erations
Field Hospital, Sixto
He came to a pause a
yon
relieves congestion and intimes me what I value more highly than
cots away from me, and seemed about peculiar talent aa a partisan leader
My head ached
so abominably deep Impression. There areyou."
know."
ever
can
flammation. A few drops
was
an
of
practically
the had won him what
when I first opened my eyes that I when I am almost Jealous
These words were unfortunate, and to retrace his steps. Dim as forKnowing
in water used as a gargle is
nlm
my
beat
command.
I
heart
protested,
Independent
But."
had
I
I
was,
felt convinced
was compelled to close them again,
Instantly brought back to her a mem- light
antiseptic and healing.
merely realising dimly that I looked ing rapidly, "I met several that eve- ory which seemed a barrier between merly seen that short figure and stern as I did, I waa not surprised that he
up at something white above me, ning, and you have mentioned no us. I read 'the change In her averted face with Its closely cropped beard. should now have swept suddenly out
Here's Proof
"Mosby," I called out resolved to of the black night upon the very verge
which appeared to sway as though name."
faje.
Irritating
Slesa's T MsaSsJ for
his
bars
jattle
drive
is
to
I
ss4tastify
there
Moschances
the
Well,
of
me
to
it
blown i ently by the wind. My gropto wonderful
"That can never be. Captain risk his remembrance. "Colonel
run sad caa
d
Federal vic
sting Into the
1 hsvs seat Imstssss Éssssj
iiiriTr
ing hand, the only one I appeared but one worthy of mention," he said Wayne." she returned calmly, yet ria-- by. lsn' It possible to take me?"
asd
sad
ssssssajsjs
back
buss
croo?,
tory.
able to move, tole me I was lying earnestly, "and that onj is Celia
is swry am It gsvs iostsat raUsi."
"TJ.
S.
wagon,
army
the
empty
Minor."
An
upon a ramp-co- t.
with soft sheets
REBECCA JANE ISAACS.
Lucy, Kentucky.
A." yet conspicuous upon Its canvas
Miss Minor!" I felt a strange sense
about me, and that my head rested
cover, had been overturned and fired
Does she come
upon a pillow. Then I passed once of disappointment.
In front of the hospital tent to give
mora intu unconsciousness, but this alone"
light to the raiders. Grouped about
"Most certainly, do you suppose she
time it was asleep.
beneath the trees, and within the glow
present
my
weak
expose
In
me
ould
I
the
once
more
awakened
When
of the flamea, waa a picturesque squad
any
ose
of
fascinations
to
the
my
state
throbbing pain had largely left
fel
of horsemen, hardy,
hot temples, and I saw that the sway else?"
lows tbe most of them, their clothing
"Oh. so the wind lies In that quar
lng white canopy composed the roof
is excellent for sprains and
an odd mixture of uniforms, but evupon
which the ter, does It old fellow T i congratuof a large tent,
It stops the pain
bruises.
ery .man heavily armed and admirably
golden sunlight now lay In checkered late you, I'm sure."
reduces swelland
once
at
Some
remained
equipped
service.
for
My recollection of Miss Minor was
masses, telling ma the canvas had
quickly.
very
in
carelessly
ing
their
lounging
mounted,
been erected among trees. A faint certainly a most pleasaat one, and I
saddles, but far the larger number
Sold by all dealers.
moan caused me to move my head recalled to memory the attractive pic
wound
were on fcot, their bridle-rein- s
slightly on the gratefully soft pillow, ture of her glossy black hair and
FVJb, 2Bo BOo., $lJOO
about their wrists. All alike appeared
and I could perceive a long row of flashing brown eyes, yet I felt ex
emergency.
any
for
alert and ready
Sloan's
cots, exactly similar to the one I ceedingly small Interest In again meetHow many composed the party I waa
Treatise
filled, ing her. Indeed I was asleep when
occupied, each apparently
en the
unable to Judge with accuracy, as they
stretching away toward an opening she finally entered, and It was the
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that
voice
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of
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sound
air
the
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that
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beyond
circumference
the
shadows
the
of
the
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me
slowly
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down the
A man was moving
Of the fire.
As all sounds of firing
narrow aisle toward Jie, stopping presence of others.
had ceased, I concluded that the work
1 shall share these grapes with my
here and there to bend over some
pianned had been already accom- 1
over yonder," he said laugh
m
sufferer with medicine or a cheery
wiYi .
a
Undoubtedly, surprised aa
phshed.
way.
Celta,
voice
his
word. He wore a short white Jacket, lngly. "By the
they were, the small Federal force
and was without a cap, bis head of sounded a'rangely familiar to me
quick- left to guard this point
heavy red hair a most conspicuous short time ago. Just glance over
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I
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As be
object
there
The excitement attendant upon my
deavored to speak, but for the moment know."
release had left me for the time being
I beard the soft rustle of skirts.
response
to
the
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refused
throat
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utterly forgetful as to the pain ot my
fort Then I managed to ask feebly and. without a smile, looked up Into
wounds, so that weakness alone held
was
eyes.
a
sudden
There
her dark
"Where am IT
me to the blanket upon which I had
The blue eyes In the freckled, boy start of pleased surprise.
been left The night waa oecldely
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"Why,"
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Ish face danced
chilly, yet I had scarcely begun to
.
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dear,
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here
Curran!
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he laid a big red band gently upon is
feel Its discomfort, when a man strode
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my forehead.
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"Better than some others I've seen," swept across the barrow aisle, and
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me. Wife, or
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eyes
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Wayne!"
She Cried.
Captain
crops grown on thane
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Harry H. McElroy,
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF Attorney for plaintiff,
Tucumcari, New Mexico.
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, IN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OTERO.
A

Newspaper For

All

The Family

Plaintiff

C. C. Carroll,

Smelting Company

boost Alamogordo.

Its news columns are free from
bias or editorial comment. The
news reports carry only the
facts in the case, leaving the
readers to form their own
conclusions.
Readers will find in The News
nothing that they would be unwilling or ashamed to have
their little children read.
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This cause coming on to be heard thi'
day upon the return of the summons
herein returned "not served" and nn
affidavit to the satisfaction of the
Court that process cannot be served
upon the defendent within the State of
New Mexico and the Court being fully
advised in the premises finds that the
defendant should be directed and ordered to enter its appearance herein, otherwise the Court shall order the Clerk of
this Court to enter appearance for the

five year
of intention to make-Fina- l
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the County
Clsrk of Otero County, at Alamogordo,
N. M on the 14th day of March, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. L. Garrison, of Shamrock, N. M.
"
"
John Stark,
of
S. Price,
of Alamogordo, N. M.
James Pennimore, of Cloudcroft, N M
JOSE GONZALES,
26
Register.
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deliver every job under an absolute guarantee. If the work is
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neighbors are, nnd it is th. favorite magazine
American homes. It
best
in thousands of the
appeals to r.!l classes old and young men
and women those who know and those who
want to know.
09 PICTURES
250 PAC-- n EACH MONTH
200 ARTICLES OP GENERAL INTEREST
The "Shop Note" Diptitmul CO pages)
gives easy ways to do things how to make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc.
'Amateur Mechanics" (10 pages) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wirelessoutfits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.
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Notice For Publication
DEPARMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. LAND OFFICE
at Las cruces, N. M.
January 11. 1912,
Notice is hereby given that Sarah E.
Anglin, of Mountain Park, N. M., who,
on April 17, 1907, made Homestead
entry. No. 5323(02186), for SWNW
'4, Section 3, Township 16 S, Range
11 E, N M P Meridian, has filed notice
The above named defendants, speciof intention to make Final five year fically named,
re hereby notified tt at
Proof, to establish claim to the land a suit in chancery has heen commenced
above described, before S. M. Parker against them, and each thereof, in the
U. S. Commissioner,
at Alamogordo, District Court for the County of Otero,
N. If., on the 12th day of March, 1912. St .te of New Mexico, by the AlamoClaimant names as witnesses:
gordo Improvement Comp ny, 18 pi
P. N. Nelson, of Mountain Park, N. M.
praying for an adjudication of the
J. T. Hiiynes. of
rights to the Water! of the Frsn l
"
"
" Creek and all its tributaries, and to deJessie Green, of
"
"
S. Kotoski,
of
termine whether there is any unapproJOSE GONZALES
priated water remaining in such creek,
Regiu-r- .
and to determine and establish, and t
quiet :.nd set at rest, PUintiff'l title in
Notice For Publica'ion
and to the waters of such creek, and
defendDEPARTMENT OF THE INTEBIOR, for an injunction restraining
ants from further diversion or use of
U. S. LAND OFFICE
such waters claimed by plaintiff, and to
at Roswell. New Mexico,
fix and determine all places of appro- Serial No. 022067
January 6. 1912. priation and diversion of such waters lí
Notice is hereby given that Edgar Fresnal Creek as defendants may have
Watts, of Dunken N. M., who, on the right to use, and for a determina- March 15, 1910, made Homestead En- - tion of the amount of water reasonably
try, Serial, No. 022067, for N' . of N'4, necessary for the use of all parties to
Section 36, Township
Range 16-such suit, and for the taking charge by
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of the court of such waters and their
to make Final Commutation tribufion pending this suit, and for tern- Proof, to establish claim to the land porary injunctions controlling such wa- above described, before Frederick C. ters during the pendency of such suit, I
Hunter, U. S. Commissioner, in his of- Unless you enter your appearance in
fice, at Mayhill, N. M., on the 20th day said suit'on or before the Twenty-fift- h
Of February, 1912.
(25th) Day of April. 1912. judgment by
Claimant names as witnesses:
default will be rendered against you.
Hugh E. Barkley,
of Mayhill. N. M.
The Plaintiffs attorneys and the post
Drayden S. Mills.
of Dunken. N. M. otfice address thereof are as follows:
Jonathan W. VanWinkle of "
Hawkins & Franklin,
Fred Cox.
of
El Paso, Tex.
T. C. TILLOTSON.
Edwin MbcHEM,
513
Register.
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Chas. E. Thomas,
Clerk.
Notice of Matter's Sale
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Advertised tetters List

List of Advertised Letters for
the week .ending Felt. 21. 1911
of judgment rendered in the above Alamogonlo, N. M , I'ostoffice.
styled court and cause, whereby plainBrown, L. 8.
tiff obtained judgment against defendDimiiiiges, Telesfro
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Anywhere in the United Stat es on

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

ant John C. Roberts and Malinda J.
(iaslitia, William
Roberta for $1030.93, with eight per
Macklin, E. U.
cent interest per annum from date of
Kaiu'he,
Sra. Klena
judgment, to wit, Nov. 15th, 1911, with
costs of suit and sale, and for foreclu-ur- e
When calling for above letters
and sale of the property hereinafter '
please say Advertiaed and pay

described.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That
I, Edwin Mechem, Special Master heretofore appointed by the court herein,
will on the 8th day of April A. D.. 1912,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon of said
day, at the front door of the Court
House at Alamogordo, Otero County,
New Mexico, sell at public auction for
cash to the highest bidder the following
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IN THE DISTRICT COUKT. THIRD
ITDI&AL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF
OTERO, THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. John C. Ferrier vs. John C.
Roberts, et al.. No. 1040. In pursuance
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O'Cleary, Mary C.
O'Cleary, Johana
O'Cleary, M. A. Crea- mer,
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Louiehan Maese, C. ,
D.
Turres,
Torres, J.
M. Barber, Olvs Brink- erolT, Ben Colley, A.
H. Eaton, Felipe
Flores, Royal Jack- Robinson,
man,
F. L. Fite, L. E. Fite,
Mrs. J. E. Taylor.
Jaimes W. Hargrave,
P. Brodv, NadineNeff,
Edward J. Bates, H.
All- P. Cameron,
Hilburn, et
man,
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Done at Estancia, New Mexico this
22nd. day of January, 1912.
EDWARD L. MEDLER,
Judge Third Judicial District of
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which
any time, and which will hold your interest
forever, is running in
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Republican in politics, progressive in views, yet conservative
in criticism of people and parties differing in political faith.
Not under control of any of the
"interests", and not under
pledge to "stand hitched".
Just, fair, and impartial in the
treatment of all other matters
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Fiction
I "WRITTEN SO
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day of March, A. D., 1912 and that if
said appearance is not so entered, the
Clerk of this Court shall enter appearance for the said defendant.
It is further ordered that a copy of
this order be published in The Alamogordo News for four successive weeks,
the last publication to be not less than
thirty days before the return day hereof; and that a copy of this order shall
be posted in three public places within
the Lounty of Utero, aiü State of New
Mexico, towit: one copy at the front
door of the Court House, Alamogordo
one copy at the comer of Tenth Street
and New York Avenue, Alamogordo
and one copy in front of the Post Of- fice. Alamogordo, said notices to be
posted for four weeks and that the ex- piration of said four weeks be not leas
than thirty days before the return day

t

36

Notice is hereby given that James F.
Pridmore, of Shamrock, N. M., who.
on August 23, 1911, made homestead
entry, No. 05952, for
Nfcr
SWi4, Section 7, Township 18 S, Range
10 E, N M P Meridian, has filed notice

defendant.
it is therefore considered, ordered
and adjudged by the Court that the
defendent do cause its appearance to
be entered herein on or before the 18th

-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. LAND OFFICE
at Las Cruces, N. M.,
January 26, 1912
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Suited to the needs of all the
people of Alamogordo and Otero
County, because it is representative of the best interests of
all the people.
As willing aDd eager to boost
Cloudcroft, Tularosa, or any
other Otero County town as to
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Try a hunch and be convinced.
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property :
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A I
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Vjoumy, provement Oft. , left Wednesday
New Mexico, according to the recorded night for New York, after having been here since Monday
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And that I will apply the proceed of morning inspecting the company
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